Vivocha
Campaign Builder
Customer Care Made Easy

Vivocha’s Campaign Builder is the powerful service crea9on
environment available within the pla;orm. It allows
administrators to easily deﬁne a set of strategies and rules
whose ul9mate purpose is to let a group of agents providing
support by a variety of diﬀerent Channels.

A Campaign is a set of engagement strategies, proac4vity rules and speciﬁc constraints to allow a
target to reach a group of agents.

Campaign Se5ngs
Media:

Choose which media are available and who can escalate during the conversa4on (agent
or user). You can also start a contact directly from the video or the voice channel.

Languages:
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manage mul4ple languages on a single campaign.
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Mobile:
-Facebook

Interact with users on mobile na4ve apps. Each smartphone entry point corresponds to
—————————————a single app and it must be associated with a theme to engage and interact with users.

-WhatsApp
Facebook:

Agents can be contacted by the users from the Facebook page of your company, providing them
with the chance to send a message through the messenger applica4on.

•

multilingual widgets

WhatsApp:
• entry points

Contact your
customers on widgets
WhatsApp. The agents can handle the interac4on through
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if more speciﬁc ac4ons are required. (Channel s4ll in beta).

…
Multi-channel (web smartphone facebook sms, whatsapp telephony
Provide support
to users sending no4ﬁca4on and reminders through SMS and handle
• Multi-media
conversa4on
simply
on the Vivocha console.
• Multi-language

SMS: •

Telephony:

Allow -SMS
agents to handle contacts that came from an inbound phone number and insert
them into a speciﬁc campaign strategy.

a single Campaign can manage the configurations of many Entry Points, from
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• Data collec4on and survey.
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